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signed a petition expressing their dissatisfaction with the food service being provided by PFM.

Dave and Paula Albeck are in two classes together, and I know that there is at least one

Dave and Paula Albeck were married this past July and are now both serving majors in Liberal Studies.
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Profile
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On this campus we hear of the "younger

student," the "single student," the "married student," and the "teen

Student Union Graduate Assistant Dennis Mendonca places bag of canned foods and medicines into collection box for the Cambodian Relief Drive. The International Club's drive to collect food and medicine for Cambodian refugees will continue until the end of the quarter. Collection boxes are located in the Student Union and the Activities Office (SS-122)

On this campus we hear of the "younger

student," the "single student," the "married student," and the "teen

student." Dave and Paula not only have the same

major, they try to attend the same classes whenever possible. Dave said, "We like to

be together. It helps when we can discuss the
class together. It also saves us money on

books." Paula added, "We enjoy watching the
teachers' reactions. They're usually a lit-
tle surprised, but then they seem to get used
to the idea quickly." The Albecks feel that

going to school is easier now that they are

married. Paula commenicated, "We don't have
to take time for dates, and we don't have to

entertain each other." Dave feels that his

study habits are improving and his grades are
going up since their marriage.

Although many might expect that a couple

would feel like they were competing with each other if they were in the same classes,

the Albecks say just the opposite is true with

them. They have a great concern for each other. Paula worries about how Dave is go-

going to do on a test, and Dave is really proud

when Paula excels. "I expect Paula to do better than I do. She has better study habits

than I have," Paula commented, "I feel that

my ability to learn is a gift from God, and I

have a responsibility to use that ability well.

They both noticed that at the beginning of

the year they tended to respond in class in a

way that they thought the other one would

agree with. Paula noted "We've had to

realize that we are individuals, and we won't

always think alike."

The Albecks are Christians, and their faith

and their church are very important to them.

"Church attendance helps us grow in faith.

Our relationship is based on Jesus and the

center of our lives. Church helps us define

our moral attitudes and our feelings for each

other," Paula noted. Dave works 30 hours per week at B & M Auto Parts in Riverside and Paula plans to
do substitute teaching in January. Dave plays the rhythm guitar and is the lead

vocalist in a band called "Haven." The band

usually plays two or three times a month at

weddings and other social events. The

Albecks also enjoy entertaining their friends

and family at barbecue and family gatherings.

In the future, Paula plans to be an elemen-
tary school teacher, and Dave plans to work

as a school counselor. "With my training, I

suppose I could work in various businesses, but Paula and I want to have our summers and holidays free so that we can travel and do things together as a family."
Some problems just don’t go away. The tough ones on the dormitory’s list are still present and increasing. The Police respond quite promptly and the situation is handled seriously. Yet they go on. Our Police Force, with the help of a chief, lieutenant, sergeants, a detective, an inspector, our officers, and a few more in training, due to graduating in December, these officers and sergeants are extremely busy. They have found seven days, twenty-four hours a week. Either more officers or a change in operating procedures is needed.

The dormitories and the rest of the campus cannot be covered well in the evening hours. The police are hampered by lack of numbers and can only react and not prevent incidents at night.

This fact has raised some puzzlement in the dormitories and on staff. Recent events in the dorms led to a composite picture of an intruder. It has not been distributed to the dorms yet and the police decided that they did not want the picture in the PawPrint. It appears to be a good idea to let the police react to what is happening and what the person might look like so they can both protect themselves and notify the police if the person returns. Over the long Thanksgiving weekend, the dorms were almost empty and the few remaining students needed police protection.

Perhaps dissemination of the drawings would hamper the Police in investigation. Perhaps not. Perhaps someone could identify the picture.

Even if the police caught the intruder it is doubtful with the courts being the way they are, that anything would happen to him. After all, his biggest danger at the moment is what he might do and not what he has done.

Wouldn’t it be better to prevent the necessity of a second criminal case by letting the residents know what is happening than to wait until he actually does something?

God As A Novelist

At one time I thought of studying History as an undergraduate in a school like UCLA, there were many classes and time commitments. Some of the students I heard of had to weigh the relative benefits of missing out on many classes and taking the time to read the list in order to maximize grade while minimizing work.

Consequently I ended up in courses which detailed the Rise and Fall of Rome, the Holy Roman Empire, and a few other foreign languages. It’s amazing to see the ups and downs in history. This course of study allowed me to create the story of a world which could repeat, by varying detail and reordering the collection of facts, the matter which I was currently taking.

Later, when I ran out of the ups and downs of history, I went on to see where I could see, from which range, which required imagination and a certain appreciation of absurdity as an art form.

My up and down training and ability to jump start between the inescapable prepared me to examine any topic from the common interest of view.

Take God for example. If you are a Christian, you believe in the Evangelism. If you are a non-believer, you are concerned with avoiding being evangelism. When the latter is infringed, with no place to run, it is often difficult to see the logic, a logical mind in order to confuse the Christian who grabbed onto him.

Likewise the Christian needs a versatile mind to counter the arguments.

My major trained me to use analogy to some advantage to explain the ATP and flow of events or principles.

Take the conflicting conceptualizations of free will still prevalent in modern society versus the concept of God’s design. This is a favorite argument against non-believers and a stumbling block to the believer.

I thought it out and decided God must be a writer — a writer with a sense of humor as pervaded as Twain’s, but a writer nonetheless.

My Took has written stories with any degree of seriousness or business in his mind. He clearly is perpetually, definitely relevantly creating a choice character to live and say and do as pleased. The author must then bring the story back to the story line, usually through a dramatic event, an argument, let loose, confusion or chaos for the character. A writer introduces chaos because he knows. He can’t keep everything from happening when something else will do.

God plans everything, they say. He is the judge of the actors and sets them on a course to an end which he knows. But they may wander to the reader, and find their lives are unusually extreme dynamically and leave the reader feeling how they can manage to keep them back by throwing something new in front of them. He can’t go too far towards his goal. He is a man. He supplies us with our financial needs to keep us in a financial state. He has a tendency to put us in new variables or a seemingly random element to cause the confusion and issue call forth the resistance and direction. History, in the gross terms in which I studied it allows for considerable manipulation of data to produce varying ends. Although not particularly useful to me now as History itself, the willingness to think and look at any topic from a new point of view seems to be a general lacking today.

The ability to tell someone anything in terms they can understand is a great benefit and this is the end result of my major.
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The PawPrint wishes to extend its wishes to all of its readers for a very happy and joyous Holiday Season. We would like to wish all of you a very Merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous New Year where student aggravations will be down, the PUBs, and grading more generous.
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AS Board Backs Cambodian Relief Drive

by Tim Hamre

The AS Board of Directors allocated a $700 loan to the International Club last Tuesday in order to give them funds to launch a T-shirt sale to raise funds for Cambodian relief.

The International Club will use the funds to purchase T-shirts. They will sell them at a higher price in order to raise money for their Cambodian Relief Drive. Dr. Brij Khare, the club advisor, explained that they would actually be paying donations for Cambodian relief, and the T-shirt would be given to the donor as a token of appreciation.

The first $700 raised will be returned to the Associated Students, while all funds raised above that figure will go towards Cambodian relief. Club members estimate that the money would buy large quantities of food and medicine which would then be shipped into Southeast Asia. This is considered more efficient than collecting small quantities of food.

The International Club is still continuing their drive to collect food and medicine to also be shipped to Cambodia. Collection boxes are located in the Student Union and in the Activities Building.

At press time, The PawPrint was unable to learn when the T-shirts will be available, although they are expected before the end of the week.

While there was general agreement among the AS Board members that the Cambodian Relief Drive as a worthy cause, there were some questions as to the role that the Associated Students could play in it. The advisor of Dean of Students Kenton Morey, however, felt that the AS Board would not allow the Associated Students to give money to this cause, but would allow them to loan the money to the International Club.

The International Club originally requested $1,750 to purchase 500 T-shirts. AS Board members seemed to feel that the $700 T-shirt goal was unrealistically high, and therefore only allocated $700 to cover the purchase of 200 T-shirts. It was explained to International Club members, however, that they could invest the money earned on the sale of the first 200 T-shirts to buy more T-shirts to sell. (Whether or not that action is taken will probably depend on how good T-shirt sales are going.)

AS Vice President Bruce Jeter chairs the meeting of the AS Board of Directors.

In the only other action taken at last Tuesday’s meeting, the appointment of Mark Cantrell as the Representative from the School of Natural Sciences was approved. Cantrell was appointed by AS Vice President Bruce Jeter to replace Dale Conrad, who resigned earlier this quarter.

After the spectator’s gallery was filled with dorm residents concerned with the Foundation/PFM controversy, and the AS Board was presented with a petition signed by 245 dorm residents requesting them to pass a resolution calling for the termination of PFM’s contract, the AS Board voted to postpone consideration of the resolution concerning the Foundation/PFM contract.

The motion to postpone was supported by Monroe and students Sandy Case and Bruce Cantrell. Students Dennis Brothers and Lance Schweitzer voted against postponement; if Jeter had voted against postponement, the motion would have failed. The chair agreed that the allowed delay would affect the outcome. Jeter, however, decided to not vote, as is customary for the chair.

The Rules Committee met last Wednesday to review the resolution, and will recommend to the AS Board that an alternate resolution be adopted instead. (See related story on page 1.)

An allocation request from The PawPrint for $1.634 to purchase video equipment was postponed until the second week of winter quarter.

The academic calendar statement for the 1979-80 academic year was postponed since everyone had not yet read the goals statement.

An allocation request for an activities student assistant and an activities custodian was sent to the Appropriations Committee.

Contract Controversy

Also at the AS Board meeting, AS Vice President Bruce Jeter presented a petition signed by 39 dorm residents asking for the termination of PFM’s contract calls for, especially in the choice of three entrees at weekend dinner meals.

AS officers have not yet taken action on that petition.

Fortner has drafted a letter to the members of the Foundation Board regarding several issues that have not been raised in any contract. The letter, which is expected to be out early this week, is based on information supplied to Fortner by Bruce Jeter.

The letter is broken down into three sections, which deal with the issues of who pays for the RA’s board, a contract condition preventing Fortner from allowing PFM to pay minimum wage to its student employees, and the payment to the Foundation.

In the first section of the RA’s board costs, Fortner raises several questions. She asks whether the Foundation is not charged for the RA’s (the contract specifies that PFM shall provide free housing for the RA’s) that cost is figured into the charges for housing, and whether the RA’s must also sign over that part of their paycheck to the Foundation.

Fortner also asks that if the Foundation is charged for a RA’s board, is that not in violation of PFM’s contract. (Investigations by The PawPrint indicate that the Foundation is not charged for this cost.)

In the second section of the letter, which deals with the contract specifications for dinner entrees, Fortner raises two series of questions. In the first series of questions, Fortner points out that there have been times when the dorm students were not provided with the proper choice of entrees. She asks what will be done in the future to ensure compliance with this contract provision.

Kennedy Volunteers Wanted

The Kennedy for President national organization is seeking volunteers to help the lowa caucuses during Christmas break. Those persons selected will work directly with the national organization performing duties that range from answering phone calls to representing the senator at public functions.

A Campus Kennedy organization not yet affiliated with the national campaign or persons interested in forming a campus headquarters should contact the Kennedy for President campaign representatives immediately.

For more information on the Iowa caucuses or an establishing a Kennedy chapter on your campus write to Kennedy for President, c/o Occidental College, P.O. Box F-31, 1600 Campus Road; or call Jeff Montgomer at 213-729-2874 or after 5 p.m. at (213) 793-9246.

asks what restitution will be made to the dorm students for the extra charges that they did not pay through the state to use their influence to curb any hostility directed against Iranian students during the current international crisis over occupation of the American Embassy in Teheran.

The Academic Senate represents faculty from the 19 CSUC campuses ranging from Humboldt State in the north to San Diego State in the south. Included are a number of campuses where demonstrations have resulted in threats or physical attacks upon foreigners or foreign students.

Some Iranian students have been prevented from demonstrating their support of the Iranian government as its attempts to return the former Shah to Iran.

The Academic Senate takes the position that civil rights, including freedom of speech and assembly, should be protected even if an international or domestic crisis inflames public opinion.

The Senate urged all members of the academic community in The CSUC "to treat Iranian students with the courtesy and decency we expect foreign students to extend to our students when they may be studying abroad."

The action was taken at the group’s November meeting at CSUC Headquarters in Long Beach.

Student Role In Faculty RTP

To Be Decided Wednesday

For over six years the California State Student Association has fought for student participation in the faculty role in faculty RTP decisions.

Catherine Cantrell, the AS Board’s Director, said that in 1974 there were some questions as to the role that the Associated Students could play in it. Upon the advice of Dean of Students Kenton Morey, however, the AS Board decided to make the allocation loan which had to be paid back.

The International Club originally requested $1,750 to purchase 500 T-shirts. AS Board members seemed to feel that the $700 T-shirt goal was unrealistically high, and therefore only allocated $700 to cover the purchase of 200 T-shirts. It was explained to International Club members, however, that they could invest the money earned on the sale of the first 200 T-shirts to buy more T-shirts to sell. (Whether or not that action is taken will probably depend on how good T-shirt sales are going.)

AS Board members seemed to feel that the $700 T-shirt goal was unrealistically high, and therefore only allocated $700 to cover the purchase of 200 T-shirts. It was explained to International Club members, however, that they could invest the money earned on the sale of the first 200 T-shirts to buy more T-shirts to sell. (Whether or not that action is taken will probably depend on how good T-shirt sales are going.)
The Continuing Saga Of Tumbleweed Tech

Chapter VI

If one takes a stroll in Tumbleweed Tech, one will quickly deduce that fall is giving way to winter. The mighty winds which descend from the Rabbit Mountains have turned cold, even though snow has yet to fall on the mountains.

With the icy winds coming on, the activities of the fall season are winding to a close. Most peasants have gone into seclusion, and are burning the midnight oil as they prepare for "the tests" which are held each quarter of the year.

For, by passing "the tests" a peasant comes one step closer to no longer being a peasant. And, after all, who wants to spend the rest of their life as a peasant? Now, one is expressing concerns over a great number of items.

"There are many things about the fall season which are troublesome, " said a peasant. "Indeed, there was much to be troubled about.

"The peasants continued to be entertained by the many prophets who lusted after the job of the morning masher. She quickly called over some fellow peasants. One of them went down the hallway and knocked on the door to the end room. No reply was received.

"ACTING QUICKLY, some of the peasants guarded the hallway, while others were dispatched outside the building to make sure the "midnight masher" did not escape through the window. The head peasant in residence summoned the wisened elder who assisted in distress who, in turn, summoned a deputy of the Tumbleweed Tech Sheriff.

"Waiting outside the hut, one of the peasants peeked through the window to see if he could get a glimpse of the "midnight masher."

"What does the midnight masher look like?" inquired the peasant.

"I don't know," replied the second peasant. "I have heard that the Sheriff has a sketch of the masher hanging on the wall of his office, but he won't let anyone look at it."

"Wouldn't it be easier to catch the masher if the Sheriff let everyone see the sketch?" asked the third peasant. "I heard that the Sheriff is advised by the lost peasants.

"Who can understand the ways of the wisened elders," replied the second peasant. A deputy of the Sheriff arrived within minutes of being summoned, for he had been patrolling among the huts on the lower east side in the hopes of catching the midnight masher. He was quickly escorted into the hut and down the hallway until he stood in front of the door at the end of the hallway.

A hush fell over the peasants as the deputy opened the door. A surprised look came over his face when he saw who was in the room.

"Sitting at a desk, was one of the pretty young peasants that lived in the room. Everyone's face flushed red with embarrassment."

"Why didn't you answer the knock on the door?" asked the peasant who originally knocked on the door.

"Well," she replied. "I heard the stories of the midnight masher, and was too scared to open my door this late at night." Everyone laughed at the irony of the situation. In the back of their minds, however, they all realized that the midnight masher was still loose.

The midnight masher, however, was not all that troubled the minds of the peasants as the fall season came to a close. Indeed, there was much to be troubled about.

In the lands far to the east, the peasants of Opac Tech still held hostage many citizens of the United Lands. In Tumbleweed Tech, this tended to put a strain on the friendships between the United Lands and the United States.

"The peasants continued to be entertained by the many prophets who lusted after the job of the midnight masher."

"I don't see why an attack on me should also require the courtesy."

"If you care to sign your name, etc, then we can publish your twice transmitted attack."

"Your assumption is erroneous and predicated upon a prejudicial evaluation of the pulchritudinous attributes generally available for perusal on this campus.
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Children's Festival

The students, faculty and staff are invited to bring their children from ages 2 to 12 years old to the "CHILDREN'S FILM FESTIVAL. This event will be held Saturday, December 1, 1979, from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. The A.S. Activities Committee and the CSCSB Child Care Center staff will host a fun-filled day of crafts, games, and movies featuring the favorite cartoon characters such as Bugs Bunny, Pink Panther, Roadrunner, and many more. Also, there will be a special visit from Santa Claus! The donation is 50 cents per child, with all proceeds going to the CSCSB Child Care Center. Please provide a sack lunch for your children. We will provide fruit drinks and other snacks.

Parents, you are welcome to stay the afternoon with your children and join in on the fun, or you may drop your children off for the festival, do your Christmas shopping, and return later to pick your children up.

This Saturday

The CHILDREN'S FILM FESTIVAL will take place in the Student Union. You won't want your child to miss this special event planned especially for them by us, the A.S. Activities Committee and the "SCSB Child Care Center.

Activities Pack For Winter Registration

The Activities Office will once again assemble a packet of informative materials to be handed out to students at registration. All handouts to be included in this packet should be in the Activities Office by December 17, 1979. (This deadline allows our staff ample time to assemble the packets.) If this presents a problem you should notify the Activities Office to see whether special arrangements can be made.

We will be assembling between three and four thousand packets. So plan your materials accordingly.

Black Students Union Activities

by Lula Thomas

The Black Students Union is "on the move." President James Williams announced a very successful Bake Sale. Our very active vice president, Chester McIntosh, was appointed chairman of the Black History Week Committee, as well as being representative on the Committee of Clubs on campus.

The list of a series of dances was set for November 23 in the SUMP Room of the Student Union. Ticket takers will be Lori Keith, Michelle M. Thomas and Brady Richardson.

Chester McIntosh submitted two designs for our BSU-T shirt emblem. Members chose the one depicting two college graduates.

Counselor Jean Peacock informed the members about the upcoming Third World Conference to be held at CSCSB on March 24 thru 26. More than 400 professionals and paraprofessionals will attend the conference. Area high school seniors will be guests. BSU, MECHA and EOP staff members will serve as hosts and hostsesses.

I'm afraid to speak to whom I might hurt.

To bring chains into my life;

I must be loyal to someone else

I've lost my liberty

The sap, oiling the knife.

Binding and breaking bones, it drains

Others cheering and laughing will

Not affect my soul. For love.

Not understood at all will kill

The joyous fiery dove.

Musing and setting my life straight

To understand how I feel,

For every time my bones break down,

My pain will not be still.

Why do others I have to please

And think of my happiness

I'll be never at total peace

Longoing for my loneliness.

Confused and weary, I've become

An example of the past.

My tune, it has changed; it has sung

Of freedom, to hold it fast.

I answer to no-one, and yet

Cannot rip the strings away.

Decayed, a bit

Would change my living today.

I can not change, I care too much,

To shatter the binding chain.

And so, I'll sit and smile in hush,

And try to endure the pain.

I Long To Live For Me

by Lula Thomas

I'm Long To Live For Me

by Lula Thomas

For you, the only one who's important to me.

Not understood at all will kill

My tune, it has changed: it has sung

To shatter the binding chain.

And so, I'll sit and smile in hush,

So you're into the second score of your life's years,

When you've trice these years a-massed

A mere fraction of the coming bounty

Marking the first of that second twenty this day

You'll wonder at you, at one and twenty

I Long To Live For Me

by Lula Thomas

Why There Are Clouds

by Ives Glasco

As God was going about his business, as you know, He decided to create the Heavens and Mother Earth. He created two sisters to keep Mother Earth company, and He named them Light and Darkness.

Now Light was as beautiful as one could never comprehend; her skin was so very fair, her teeth shone the brilliance of thirty-two suns; her eyes could persuade angels; and her hair was as yellow as to be beyond compare. Everyone loved to play when Light was around for she was very cheerful and outgoing. She was very good friends with Sister Joy and Brother Happiness, and even thought Father Time was known to be partial to no one you could tell that he liked Light more than any of the others. Light could talk endlessly about any subject and it would not bore you. That is why Mother Earth loved Light and would go about her daily business enjoying Light talk.

And yet, Darkness was not ugly. She had the same basic features of her sister Light but she always seemed to be hiding herself and no one ever saw her. She was not witty like her sister and didn't talk very much. So whenever it was her turn to keep Mother Earth company, Mother Earth would fall asleep and leave Darkness to sit alone. And all of this came about because Darkness was actually very, very shy and no one understood.

Darkness began to think that no one liked her and so finally she sat down and cried. She cried and cried and she cried for so long that Father Time thought she would never stop. Then she stopped — Brother Hate who was always up to no good came and laid a hand upon her shoulder and consoled her. Everyone who knew Brother Hate disliked him because he was master to Sister Jealousy and Brother Envy and used them wrongly.

Now Darkness never had any friends before because of her shyness, so when Brother Hate consoled her she put her trust in him. Brother Hate saw Darknesses beauty which also pleased her. His tongue was the root of slyness and soon they were married. Very fast thereafter did Brother Hate's influence steal upon Darkness' mind so she became one of his slaves and bore him a child. It was a boy and it was called Evil, which means "The Tool of Darkness".

Darkness had a plan to get revenge from those whom she thought had ignored her and, to kill Brother Happiness because she thought that he had ignored her the most. She would send her son to Mother Earth to make her ill, for Evil had magical powers to do so. God soon saw what was happening so he decided to help Mother Earth. He sent her a white and pure quill to balance evil, and to kill Brother Happiness because she thought that he had ignored her. So, she would comfort her mother and go about her daily business enjoying Light talk.

Evil does not give up however, he tries and tries and keeps on trying. You can hear and see Evil still trying to get revenge for his mother. The lightning is his spear; the thunder is the cloud's roar of anguish; and the rain, the rain is the tears of Darkness' sister, for Light is always in the company of Sister Sorrow when Evil attacks. She wishes she could have been a better sister, and understood Darkness' shyness.

Earn $35 to $100 A Day

If you have completed your Junior year or above (i.e., 135 quarter units or 90 semester units), you are eligible to SUBSTITUTE TEACH in public schools. Find out how to obtain an "Emergency Teaching Credential." Attend a seminar to be held at the University of Calif. — Riverside Thursday, December 6 Sprout 1212 3:30 p.m. Educational Career Services 787-5225

Winter Quarter Registration Schedule

Wednesday, January 2

D-1 10:00-10:30 A-1 2:30-3:00

D-2 10:30-11:00 A-2 3:00-3:30

D-3 11:00-11:30 A-3 3:30-4:00

D-4 11:30-12:00 A-4 4:00-4:30

D-5 12:00-12:30 A-5 4:30-5:00

D-6 12:30-1:00 A-6 5:00-5:30

CLOSED FOR LUNCH 1:00-2:30

Thursday, January 3

B-1 10:00-10:30 C-1 2:30-3:00

B-2 10:30-11:00 C-2 3:00-3:30

B-3 11:00-11:30 C-3 3:30-4:00

B-4 11:30-12:00 C-4 4:00-4:30

B-5 12:00-12:30 C-5 4:30-5:00

B-6 12:30-1:00 C-6 5:00-5:30

CLOSED FOR LUNCH 1:00-2:30

Only D & A Priority students who were unable to register at one of the earlier time slots: 5:30-6:00

Students who were unable to register at one of the earlier time slots: 5:30-6:30. All students who applied after November 30 and before December 14, January 3 5:30-6:00 p.m. Application received by December 31; January 3 6:00-6:30 p.m.
**Smuggling Ring Smashed**

**Joint Federal Task Force Seizes Contraband**

by M.A. Kemenovich

PEORIA, ILL. — A joint Federal Task Force composed of Immigration Investigators, Food and Drug Administration Investigators and Custom's Agents of the Treasury Department have reported the arrest here today of Mr. S. Claus AKA Kingley AKA F. Christmas during a raid this morning.

Operating on a reliable informant source, federal agents served a warrant and stationed themselves around the living room of E. Scrooge and surrounding the fireplace. Agents reported setting up a massive smuggling operation run by an undisclosed alien who operated during the winter solstice period from an undisclosed northern location.

The smuggler appeared in the fireplace shortly after midnight wearing a beard, disarranged smile, and soiled and sooty red suit. He was carrying a load of contraband.

The alleged smuggler had been peddling various forms of joy for many years without proper clearance from the Food and Drug Administration. Other charges include Entry of Contraband goods across an international frontier for the purpose of evading Custom's.

A Deputy U.S. District Attorney reported hoping for a speedy trial. "With the prisoner's confession and arrest in possession of all that contraband, we feel it is an open and shut case."

---

**Special Christmas Section**

Friday, the twenty-fifth of December, 1862

Resolved by the Parliament,
That the Markets be kept tomorrow, being the twenty-fifth of December, and that the Lord Mayor, and Sheriffs of London and Middlesex, and the Justices of the Peace for the City of Westminster and suburbs thereof, do take care, that all such persons as shall open their shops on that day, be protected from wrong or violence, and the offenders punished.

Resolved by the Parliament,
That no observation shall be had of the twenty-fifth of December commonly called Christmas-Day; nor any solemnity used or exercised in churches upon that day in respect thereof.

Ordered by the Parliament,
That the Lord Mayor of the City of London, and Sheriffs of London and Middlesex, and the Justices of Peace of Middlesex respectively, be authorized and required to see this order duly observed within the late Lines of Communication, and weekly Bills of Mortality.

---

**Demonstrator's Converge On Peoria**

National Guard And 82nd Airborne Alerted

by M.A. Kemenovich

Hundreds of thousands of juveniles riding bicycles, scooters, bikes, skateboarders, and go-carts are reported converging on Peoria. III. Spokespersons for the group vow they will release their supplier of contraband joy recently arrested by federal authorities on numerous smuggling and immigration charges. Alarmed Department of Justice officials have requested the President order the U.S. Marshall's Tactical Control Force to Peoria.

The TCF consists of 150 deputy U.S. Marshals who can theoretically be placed anywhere in the United States within four hours. This is the group which first isolated Wounded Knee, South Dakota.

Requests have also been made to alert the 82nd Airborne Division for a possible call for assistance. The Governor reported placing the Illinois National Guard on alert.

Police road blocks have failed to stop the mobs as the desperate youths gallantly defied the blockade and dashing drove their skateboards and go-carts beneath the blocks.

A beaten and harassed officer stated on the way to the hospital after having had his inner cap severely blackened in a fist fight with a vicious six year old. "I'm glad I'm out of it now. When they get to Peoria, they'll make Sherman's March to the Sea look like a cakewalk. They've already seized every hot dog and ice cream cone within a three state radius."

---

**Nomenclature Of Santa's Sled**

The C-79 sled has a wood and fiberglass body with steel runners, capable of carrying an unlimited load of presents at hypersonic speeds. A special muffler arrangement precludes sonic booms. Stabilization in flight is maintained through sound aerodynamic design and outrunners. Propulsion comes from a twelve reindeer powered, biologically activated proboscis beacon. Control is maintained by voice command and a twenty-six lead steering control divided into thirteen lead segments.

Guidance is inertial with a Sperry Rand SINS (Sled Inertial Navigation System) spatial coordinate and locating device unavailable commercially or militarily with triple backup. The sled is fully instrumented and internally powered with a depletable power source.

It is an all weather carrier capable of stable flight operations under the harshest climactic and visibility conditions. Most performance characteristics are classified, though it is known that million mile atmospheric journeys may be made with unlimited stops in a twelve hour period.

It is capable of landing on roofs or hovering while anchored to chimneys. It carries a crew of one in an open cockpit.

The following news story appeared in France Noir, 1961.

**SUNDAY SCHOOL SEES FATHER CHRISTMAS HANGED**

Father Christmas was hanged yesterday from the railings of Dijon Church and burnt publicly in the precinct. This spectacular execution took place in the presence of several hundred children from the Sunday Schools. It was decided on with the agreement of the clergy who had condemned Father Christmas as a usurper and a heretic. He was accused of taking place in the presence of several hundred children from the Sunday Schools from which the crib has been banished.

---

**Lines of Communication, and weekly Bills of Mortality.**

---

**Printed by John Field. Printer to the Parliament of England. 1652**
Chapter 2
Saint Luke
King James Version
Verses 1-20
And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree from Cæsar Augustus, that all the world should be taxed. And this taxing was first made when Cæsar was governor of Syria. And all went to be taxed, every one into his own city. And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the city of Nazareth, into Judæa, unto the city of David, which is called Bethlehem; (because he was of the house and lineage of David:) To be taxed with Mary his espoused wife, being great with child. And so it was, that when Joseph and Mary came into the city, they found the place of the inn occupied, and there was no room for them to lodge. And they found a Certain inn, and entered into the upper room and laid Mary there. And she bore a Son, and wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because there was no room for them in the inn. And there were in the same city shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by night. And the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the Lord shone round about them: and they were sore afraid. And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord. And this shall be a sign unto you: Ye shall find the babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger. And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God, and saying, Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will toward men. And it came to pass, as the angels were gone away from them into heaven, the shepherds said one to another, Let us now go even to Bethlehem and see this thing which is come to pass, which the Lord hath made known unto us. And they came with haste, and found Mary, and Joseph, and the babe lying in a manger. And when they had seen it, they made known abroad the saying which was told them concerning this child. And all they that heard it wondered at those things which were told them by the shepherds. And Mary kept all these things, and pondered them in her heart. And the shepherds returned, glorifying and praising God, for all the things that they had heard and seen, as it was told unto them.

Is There A Santa Claus? Yes, Virginia!
Virginia O'Hanlon, age 8, wrote this letter to the Editor of the New York Sun, Francis Church. The famous response appeared on September 21, 1897 and was reprinted at Christmas for the next hundred years. We take pleasure in answering at once and thus prominently the communication below, expressing at the same time our great gratification that its faithful author is numbered among the friends of The Sun:

"Dear Editor. I am 8 years old. Some of my little friends say there is no Santa Claus. Please tell me the truth: is there a Santa Claus?" Virginia O’Hanlon, "115 West Ninety-Fifth Street."

Virginia, your little friends are wrong. They have been affected by the skepticism of a skeptical age. They do not believe except they see. They think that nothing can be which is not comprehensible by their little minds. All minds, Virginia, whether they be men's or children's, are little. In this great universe of ours man is a mere insect, an ant. In his intellect as compared with the boundless world about him, as measured by the intelligence capable of grasping the whole of truth and knowledge. Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He exists as certainly as love and generosity and devotion exist, and you know that they abound and give to your life its highest beauty and joy. Alas! How dreary would be the world if there were no Santa Claus. It would be as dreary as if there were no children. Virginia, you know, or you can imagine that there is never a Christmas without children. It would be a dull world. Virginia! In the past six years, ALTERNATIVES has produced numerous resources on alternative celebrations. To coincide with this year's avalanche of Christmas commercialism, ALTERNATIVES is launching a new contest: "Best and Worst Christmas Contest." The contest, open to all Americans and Canadians, will be seeking examples of Christmas gifts, from past years, which best illustrate:

1. THE BEST OF CHRISTMAS COMMERCIALIZM: gifts that were particularly tacky, useless, extravagant, expensive, cruel, and/or crass, and primarily served only the financial interests of the manufacturers and retailers (examples: automatic, electric "in-the-shelf" egg scramblers; 100-calorie boxes of chocolates, made out of chocolate, plastic covered with a "sparkling" decoration; "goodwill" stockings filled with "razzled" filling).

2. THE BEST OF AN "ALTERNATIVE" CHRISTMAS: gifts which demonstrated a more meaningful, human, and socially responsible celebration (examples: things which were handmade, wove, or crafted, gifts of time, a shared experience of the teaching of a skill or talent, a gift given to someone else in your name).

This year, with the Best and Worst Contest, there's finally a way to share those examples or excessive commercialism that set new standards in bad taste or those special and creative gifts that really did reflect the true Christmas spirit. Entries must describe, in 200-300 words, a gift actually received by the contestant. Each entry should explain why the gift reflected either excessive commercialism or a more meaningful and responsible Christmas. Photos of the actual gift are optional—but non-returnable. The names of people submitting "Worst of Christmas" entries will be kept confidential, and the winner of this category will have the option of having his/her name withheld from public announcements.

Entries must be received by December 18th at the following address: BEST AND WORST CHRISTMAS CONTEST, Alternatives, 4274 Oaklawn Dr. Jackson, MS 39206. Entries will be divided into two categories, non-profit, tax-exempt human needs or social change organizations. The winners of the "Best" and "Worst" categories will each be able to designate one of the donation recipients. All entries will be featured in ALTERNATIVES and will be announced at an international conference in Washington, D.C. on December 20th.

The sponsoring organization, ALTERNATIVES, was founded in 1973. The non-profit, public education organization was launched specifically to develop resources and projects to challenge the commercialism of our celebrations and holidays.

ALTERNATIVES wishes to help revitalize a more human and socially responsible celebration with its Alternative Christmas Champaign. An "Alternative Christmas" focuses on three themes: 1. Alternating commercialism and alternative celebrations and festivities, 2. Adopting alternative and more meaningful celebration practices, and 3. Diverting money which is typically spent on holiday extravagance to worthwhile social change and human needs groups.

In the past six years, ALTERNATIVES has produced numerous resources on alternative celebrations and festivities. Most prominent among these resources has been the Alternative Celebrations Catalogue series. Now in its fourth edition (with over 120,000 copies sold), the Catalogue offers ideas on how to develop alternative celebration styles and more socially responsible lifestyles.
The Golden Century Of Venetian Painting
On View At L.A. County Museum of Art

by Jana Ondrechen

The first major exhibition of Venetian Renaissance painting ever organized by an American museum is on view through January 27, 1980, in the Frances and Armand Hammer Wing of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

Guest curator Terrosi Pignatti, director emeritus of the Civic Museums of Venice and professor of art history at the University of Venice organized the exhibit over a five-year period, in collaboration with Kenneth Donahue, Director Emeritus of L.A.C.M.A.

The Golden Century of Venetian Painting was made possible by a grant from Bank of America Foundation and an indemnity from the Federal Council on the Arts and Humanities.

Venetian art of the Renaissance differs from that of the rest of Italy, for the Venetian Republic developed in relative isolation from the rest of the peninsula. As Italy's greatest commercial power, Venice was deeply absorbed in trading, and was shaped by influences distinct from central Italy. While the art of the Renaissance in central Italy was strongly influenced by classical Greece and Rome, Venetian art fused its own late Roman traditions with Byzantine, Islamic, and Romanesque and Gothic influences.

Protected geographically from external attack and blessed with internal peace, Venice lived up to its official title of "Most Serene Republic", in contrast to the central Italian republics, which were torn by both internal and external strife.

Unlike the artists of Florence and Rome, who were preoccupied with systematic, theoretical approaches to art, Venetian artists focused on direct observation of nature.

Most significant was the special Venetian approach to color—color was and is—a different experience in Venice. Light reflections on the water surrounding the city created an atmosphere unique from that of the mainland. In the mid 1470's, Venetian painters began switching from the traditional tempera emulsions to oil paints, for oils were better suited to expressing the Venetian love of brilliance of light and color.

With the oil medium, it was possible to paint without preliminary drawing, to soften outlines, blend colors and depict subtle or intense plays of light and shadow.

Venetian painting has been called "the most complete expression of the Italian Renaissance in art." Covering the period from 1470 to 1590, which Professor Pignatti has described as "the Golden Age of Venetian Painting," L.A.C.M.A.'s exhibit contains 56 paintings by 21 artists.

The works range from famous masterpieces such as Titian's "beautiful, renowned Man With the Glove" (1520-23), loaned from the Louvre, to the little known but nonetheless significant pieces, such as Portrait of a

Adoration of the Shepherds, c. 1542-46.

Bassano. c. 1515-1592. On loan from Justo

Los Angeles County Museum

Conjunction With "The Golden Century of Venetian Painting," the Los Angeles County Museum of Art is featuring an exhibit that begins with a Christmas Caroling concert on December 10 at 8:30 p.m.

The Caroling concert will celebrate the wealth of sacred and secular music from 16th-century Venice for Christmas. The event will feature singing groups from throughout the United States, including the Los Angeles Brass Ensemble, conducted by Daniel Shulman.

On December 10, the exhibit will close with an exhibition of Venetian art from the collection of the J. Paul Getty Museum. The works range from famous masterpieces such as Titian's "Man With the Glove," loaned from the Louvre, to the little known but nonetheless significant pieces, such as Portrait of a

Oil on canvas, by Jacopo da Ponte, called Giusto Del Giardino Collection, Verona.

Of Art Presents Concert In Century of Venetian Painting

The Baulea di San Marco or with churches and courts of nearby cities under Venetian rule. Among the composers are the two Gabrieli, Claudio Merulo, Giuseppe Giunni, and Giovanni Paolo Giovanni Gabrieli's "In Ecclessia," Monteverdi's "Exultet," Hila Son, and two ceremonial motets Antiquus Romanus and Christoforo da Monte will engage the full ensemble of voices and instruments.

The December 10 Bing Concert is offered for Museum members; however, ticket sales will be open to the public subject to availability. Ticket price is $1. Those interested should call the Museum Ticket Office at 937-4250, ext. 265, to check ticket availability.

"Los Angeles Abstract Painting" On Display At UCR

by Jana Ondrechen

Works by 16 L.A.-based artists are featured in "Los Angeles Abstract Painting" on display through Dec. 15 at the University of California, Riverside Art Gallery.

The exhibit is sponsored by UCR and the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque, where it premiered in September.

On view are works by Lita Albuquerque, Timothy App, Craig Antim, Karl Benjamin, Jerrold Burchman, James de France, Tony de Leu, Dennis Farber, Charles Christopher Hill, Craig Kaufman, Ted Kness, Patsy Krebs, Jack McCafferty, Margot Omar, and Jean St. Pierre.

These are relatively young artists still establishing themselves, with the exception of Karl Benjamin, one of the most underrated Los Angeles artists. Benjamin, who resides in Claremont was selected because he has been an influential figure to many of the younger artists in the show.

All in all the show is excellent, especially in its range of approaches and pleasing surface textures, from clean, linear shapes by Benjamin, to glazed, shiny surfaces such as Craig Antim's "Vertarud" and Jean St. Pierre's "Tal," to the stark elegance of Timothy App's "Nimbus I.

UCR Gallery hours are 11 a.m. through 3 p.m., Monday through Friday. Admission is free to the public.

CHRISTMAS JOBS
AVAILABLE IN SAN BERNARDINO
VISIT THE PLACEMENT CENTER SS-116
OR SEE US OUTSIDE THE COMMONS FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
TUESDAY 10 A.M.-2 P.M., NOVEMBER 27TH
Multi-Choir Concert Scheduled For Dec. 2

The Mark Taper Forum rings out the decade with this exciting, new end-of-decennium offering. During its presentation of A Christmas Carol, December 13-15. Directed by Doris Baizley, this lively version of the Charles Dickens’ tale of Scrooge and his ghosts of Christmas Past, Present and Future is performed by the Taper’s resident ensemble.

A Christmas Carol will play at the Taper Tuesday through Sunday evenings at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2:30 p.m. There will be no performance Tuesday, December 25; a matinee is scheduled for Wednesday, December 26.

**GRADUATING SENIORS CAREER OPPORTUNITY**

Worker’s Compensation Claims Management

Enter this career through an industry-sponsored ten-week training/placement program. You receive $400/month during training. Following placement, the beginning salary is $1,000-$1,400 per month. Program starts in January in the Los Angeles area.

As a Claims Representative, you coordinate the medical, legal, financial and educational services for workers injured on the job for their recovery and return to work. This is a career in a demanding field that challenges your skills and energy in working with people.

For more information contact Dorothy Largay

Marshall Associates

18281 Las Cumbres Rd., Los Gatos, CA 95033

or call collect (408) 354-1549

**Financial Aid Is Still Available!**

The Buck Starts Here

$ — Apply Now — $

Applications Available

**Why Pay Bookstore Prices?**

Register now for the A.S. Book Co-op!

Just go to the Associated Students Office in the Student Union and register the books you want to sell and the books you want to buy. For next quarter. Then, at registration in January, stop back by the office and pick up the names and phone numbers of other students who need the books you want to sell or want to buy. The few minutes it will take is well worth the dollars you will save or receive.
It game seesawed back and forth and Tokay led at halftime 12-6. The Pokers then proceeded
the first seven minutes in the first half to score first. The Shandin defense was able to hold the
Poker defenders and made a fantastic catch to drop into the end zone for the winning score.

**Intramural Schedule**

**Winter 1980**

**ACTIVITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
<th>DAYS</th>
<th>SIGN-UPS</th>
<th>PLAY BEGINS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soccer Kick</td>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>Jan. 2 and 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ski Olympics</td>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladies Basketball</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-ed Volleyball</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-ed 2-2 Basketball</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor Hockey</td>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Basketball</td>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>2-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golf</td>
<td></td>
<td>T.B.A.</td>
<td>2-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racquetball Singles</td>
<td>T.B.A.</td>
<td>T.B.A.</td>
<td>2-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacks</td>
<td></td>
<td>T.B.A.</td>
<td>2-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Trivia</td>
<td></td>
<td>T.B.A.</td>
<td>2-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schantz/Lukes Clinic</td>
<td>T.B.A.</td>
<td>T.B.A.</td>
<td>2-21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All CSUSB students, faculty, staff and active alumni are eligible to participate. Sign-up sheets are posted on the bulletin board in the P.E. Building. For more information call ext. 7564 or inquire at Room P.E. 124.

**Another Ace!**

November 10th, 3:30 p.m. In helping Duncan East win the 3rd Annual Budweiser Super Sports Tournament, Peg Roffen became the eighth Intramural Ace in Cal State history.

She is the third woman to attain ace status. Peg's other victories came in Co-ed Flag Football, Co-ed Volleyball, Triples, Horsehoes, and the Novelty Relay. Congratulations Peg!!

**Intramural Events Wind Up Play**

**Badminton Doubles**

The Chuvanovsky and Nd Laduwain overcame a determined bid by Chris Grenfeld and Melinda Sims to capture the co-ed Badminton Doubles championship.

**Racquetball Doubles**

Gary Cogni and Val Devlin outlasted their nearest rivals to claim victory in this year's Racquetball doubles tournament. Devlin remarked, "It would have been nice if more teams had entered it."

**Women's Tennis**

Adina Klein is heavily favored over the winner between Jan Moran and Michelle Long. Adina was undefeated in regular season play.

**Men's Tennis**

Pete Schaefer out-dueled John Avedov 6-2, 6-2, to capture the men's tennis singles title. Schaefer, who was undefeated, compiled all the way from Beaumont for Intramurals. (He also takes a few classes.)

---

**Tokay Edges Pokers: Browns Win**

The Village People outdistanced the Monarchs 52-8 to advance to the Co-ed Football Championship.

Soma Jackson and Nancy Ferrett combined for twenty points and George Dunieg scored two touchdowns in the win. The Monarchs were unable to muster only one touchdown by Cap-

tain Dennis Mendomea even though they played hard and at times impressively.

In the other semi-final playoff game, the defending champs, Waterman Plumbers, held off
a second half rally by A-Tokay to make the finals with a 42-20 win. The Plumbers outscored
A-Tokay 28-6 in the first half and held them to 14 points in the second.

**Sports Trivia Test**

by John Flathers, Dan Kapulsky, Mike Curtice

1. Who holds the record for most consecutive games played in the NFL?

A. George Blanda B. Mick Tingelhoff C. Meredith Olsen D. Jim Marshall

2. Name the four pitchers of the Oakland A's who no-hit the California Angels in '75.

A. Vida Blue B. Rollie Fingers C. C. Green Abbott D. Catfish Hunter

3. Which jockey has won the most money in one year?

A. Travis Williams B. Mike Pender C. Cale Gaylor D. Steve Van Buren

4. Which two New York Jet running backs gained over 1000 yards each last year?

A. Broadway Baker B. Joe Niumb C. Kevin M. Long D. Sam Pagano

5. Which two colleges are second?

A. UC Irvine B. Cal State Monterey C. Kansas State D. Oregon

6. What was the last 30-game winning pitcher in the major leagues?

A. Bob Feller B. Bob Feller C. Catfish Hunter D. Catfish Hunter

7. Which jockey has won the most money in one year?

A. Elvis Andrus B. Willie Shoemaker C. Dave Martin D. Dave Martin

8. Who was the last 30-game winning pitcher in the major leagues?

A. Bob Feller B. Bob Feller C. Catfish Hunter D. Catfish Hunter

9. Who was the last 30-game winning pitcher in the major leagues?

A. Bob Feller B. Bob Feller C. Catfish Hunter D. Catfish Hunter

10. What two New York Jet running backs gained over 1000 yards each last year?

A. Broadway Baker B. Joe Niumb C. Kevin M. Long D. Sam Pagano

11. What two New York Jet running backs gained over 1000 yards each last year?

A. Broadway Baker B. Joe Niumb C. Kevin M. Long D. Sam Pagano

12. What two New York Jet running backs gained over 1000 yards each last year?

A. Broadway Baker B. Joe Niumb C. Kevin M. Long D. Sam Pagano

13. Which jockey has won the most money in one year?

A. Elvis Andrus B. Willie Shoemaker C. Dave Martin D. Dave Martin

14. Who was the first hockey defensesman to lead the league in scoring?

A. Phil Esposito B. Bobby Orr C. Bobby Hull D. Gordie Howe

15. Which two NFL teams made the Super Bowl?

A. Miami Dolphins B. New England Patriots C. Dallas Cowboys D. Cleveland Browns

---

**Expand and Get RUP'ed!!!**

Students, Faculty, Staff and their spouses are invited to participate in "EXPAND", the Recreational Instruction Program next quarter. Special interest classes are offered at a nominal fee in a wide range of activities ranging from dartboard photography to Frisbee. The non-profit program, which emphasizes hobbies and non-athletic forms of recreation, is designed to supplement existing courses offered through Continuing Education and the regular curriculum. (No college credits may be earned.) A complete listing of courses will be available at the P.E. Rec. Office, the Student Union or the Activities Office at the beginning of Winter Quarter 1980. For more information, contact Joe Long (Intramurals) and Jeanne Hoepnus (Activities).
Looking back at last year's NCAA basketball tournament, it is no wonder that college basketball is one of the most exciting sports. A look at the championship game — Larry Bird leading a small school, Indiana State, against "Magic" Johnson and Gregory Kelser of Michigan State — would show that college basketball is the sport of the 80's.

It is also a topsy-turvy sport. Besides the UCLA Bruins, there really has been no school in recent years to dominate. As a matter of fact, although the two finalists in last year's tournament, have only lost three starters from their teams, they are both unranked by any major polls. It is only fair to point out, though, the three they lost were three of the best in the nation last year, Bird, Johnson and Kelser.

Graduation has not hit too many teams, however. Only UCLA has really been hurt by it. This year, there are so many fine players returning that picking a top ten seemed to be naming last year's playoffs. The best thing about it is that I won't be here next quarter so I won't hear the flak if I am wrong.

1. DePaul. After making the final four for the first time in at least 30 years, DePaul comes in ranked with only two starters. Fortunately one of them isn't Mark Aquirre (24 points per game). With a fine recruiting season the Blue Demons will be right around the top.

2. Notre Dame. The Irish have four of their five starters back including Kelly Tripucka. Why the Irish aren't number one is that they will have to rely on a freshman center and for every game a new starting lineup is used.

3. Kentucky. With a new center 7'1" Sam Bowie and seven of eight top players back, Kentucky has a very good chance to go all the way. With a new center, Steve 

4. Ohio State. With one of the best centers in basketball, Herb Williams, and the best recruit from the midwest. Clark Kellogg, the Buckeyes will be a big challenge for the national title. If they had another guard to go with Kelvin Ransey, Ohio State would be the team to beat.

5. Louisville. Probably the most exciting team in college basketball, the Cardinals bring back three of their starters. With a fantastic recruiting year and Darrell Griffith, the "Doctor Dunkensteen", and other top players back, Louisville will challenge.

6. Duke. After a disappointing season last year, they were picked to go all the way; the Blue Devils return with four starters and strength in rebounding. Mike Frimani and Gene Banks lead the Blue Devils, who have to find a playmaker guard to become a major threat this year.

7. Louisiana State. If any team deserves to be a dark horse this year, it is LSU. Returning four starters and a player who sat out last season due to injury, Durand Macklin (19.0 points per game in 1977-78), the Tigers seem ready to go for this season. Their only drawback is that they are in the same conference as Kentucky, the Southeastern.

ATTENTION SKIERS!

Intramural Ski Olympics

This year's ski olympics will be held Friday, January 18th, at 1 p.m. at Mt. High in Whittier.

Lift tickets can be had for $10 for a full day or $8 for half the day.

The registration deadline is Jan. 17th at 5 p.m. There will be men and women's division and beginner and open classes. T-shirts will be awarded in each class with five or more participants.

It will be run on a slalom course so wax up those skis and go up the mountain January 18th.

THE WOODEN NICKEL

Thursday-Cal-State Nite

Pitcher of Beer: $1.25
Hot Dogs: .30

Famous Burgers — Fireside Lounge — Onix Pool Tables — Pinball — Games
Party Avg Beer Available with Dispenser
And Wine to Go.

Attention Sports Trivia

Answers To Sports Trivia

Turkey Trot A Huge Success

The Turkey Trot was held Wednesday and Thursday, November 14th and 15th at 4 p.m. behind the Gymnasium. The length of the course was 5 km or 3 1/2 miles winding through the fields and foothills behind school.

The first place winners were John Donnelly, for the men with a time of 19:06. Renee Radzykewicz was the winner for the women with a finishing time of 23:52. All total there were 34 men and 15 women runners in the two day event. Sandy Carter also won a T-shirt by being the closest to her predicted time (35.00) and finishing with 35.03 (a difference of only 3 seconds.)

Other top finishers were: Chuck Talmadge, Reg Price, Robert Meza and Eric Rydel for the men who all finished under 20:00. For the women Sharon Hasleton and Rebecca Bowman who finished under 30:00.

TURKEY TROT — 1979

Most Accurate Predictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandy Carter</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russ Castle</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosaura Sanchez</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Pierson</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reg Price</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Padgett</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Radzykewicz</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia McCrory</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Donnelly</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Chiehnoiak</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most Accurate Predictions

Photo by Marcy Hardt

The Turkey Trot gets off to a big start.

Animal Trivia: Animals with Outrageous Names

MAMMOTH MEETING

There will be a pre-trip meeting for the Escape Ski Trip to Mammoth on Friday, December 7, at 1:00pm. This optional meeting will be held in P.E. 122. Major topics for discussion will be housing and food.

EARN $100 MONTH

WITH NO EFFORT AND LITTLE BOTHER!

PIONEER PLASMA CENTER

Just Donate Plasma & Help Others

& Earn At The Same Time

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOR MORE INFORMATION 596 W 4th St., San Bernardino

888-4174

Boo-Boos By Bozos

1. Story concerning late paychecks.

Pat Quamstrom did not attend the meeting. It was a different Pat. (There are so many different Pat's in Accounting, we can't keep them all straight).

b. Mr. Sarponetti states that he never said he'd get President Pappy to write a letter. At most it would be the business manager. Even at that he prefers and feels it is obligation to perform his job without such help.

2. Some of the art pages had the ceramic bag upside down and others right side up. No one knows how the printers managed that.
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**CLASSIFIEDS**

**LOOKING FOR SHELTER?** How about renting this new two-bedroom two-Story condo in Fontana, close to Pay 10 with all extras, including kitchen appliances, washer, dryer, air, pool, jacuzzi, lighted tennis courts, and tons of privacy. At $350 per month, two roommates could make this a beautiful arrangement! Call (714) 794-6507 at 5 p.m. for details.

**AUDITIONING NOW** for lead roles in play “Let us play guitar or keyboard, 4 piece group playing classy spy” (Queen Mary, I know. Money, mostly weekend, prospects needs good stage presence). Call Ellen Menke, 883-9807, for audition time. Peetee Booze Berlin.

If Christ were alive today, there is one thing he most assuredly would not be and that is a Christian. Mark Twain

**WANTED TO BUY** – good used car, station wagon (would consider van or small truck) – must be mechanically sound & be checked out by my mechanic. Will take over payment if necessary. Call Gayle at 848-8218 ANYTIME. If no answer please call back. You may also leave your name and number at Victory Press 883-0105, and I will call you back.

**TUNNEL RAM CHEVY** $120 or best offer. **TWO DISH MAGS** for a mini pickup truck snap on $60 or best offer. Call 987-7243 and ask for Ken Netton.

**UNFURNISHED HOUSE FOR RENT**. Cute, 1 bedroom with extra room, stove, carpet plus fireplace. Carport and small yard. $225 plus electricity; $100 security deposit. Must arrive by 8 Dec. 5 at the Forum. Call Andy.

**LOST**: Black Music Folder containing contemporary music. Call 866-2763 or contact Music Department – Reward.

**A Yule Log** is a large log brought ceremoniously into the house and placed in the fireplace. It is lit with a portion of the previous year’s log and in turn a portion is saved for the next year. The custom has gone out of practice due to the declining size of fireplaces. It is used as the foundation of a fire and objects at rest tend to remain at rest.

**INTERESTED IN TRADITIONAL JUDAISM?** Call Beth-El any day except Saturday. Call State Student interested in hosting weekly informal get-togethers.

If you want steady or extra $; etc. Pay is open. Call Jack at 888-2451.

This may sound profound, but some things were relative. The world is round. It is easily proven that history is a lie. See the next year. The custom has gone out of practice due to the declining size of fireplaces. It is used as the foundation of a fire and objects at rest tend to remain at rest.

**UNIFIED FIELD THEORY** In the beginning there was Aristotle. And object at rest tends to remain at rest. And in motion tended to remain in motion. And energy was conserved and momentum was conserved and matter was conserved. And God said that it was conservative. Then God created Einstein. And everything was relative, but some of it was especially relative. Then God created Bohr. And there was the principle. And the principle was quantum. And all things were quantified. But some things were relative. And God said that it was confusing.

Then God was going to create the atom. And Fungi was going to live. And he would have invented a theory to describe it. But it was the seventh day, and nothing happened. And objects at rest tend to remain at rest.

Found on a portion of one of the Earth's molars.

The first Christmas card was designed by John Horsley in 1842. A thousand were sold for a shilling. Since then, the price has risen dramatically. When the half penny post came, that Christmas card created attention students, faculty & staff

**PRIVATE PARTY NEEDS TO BUY** furniture & refrigerators and other household appliances. Will give them the money. Call Gayle at 866-8218 ANYTIME or leave name and number for me to return call at Victory Press 883-0105.

A Wassail bowl is a bowl used for the mixing and serving of wassail.

**ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR PRESENT FINANCIAL SITUATION?** If not, you can do something about it. Call Elephant into bite size pieces (about two minutes). Brown Gravy to Cover. Cook in microwave for about four weeks at 456 degrees. This’ll serve 38 people. If more are expected than two rabbits may be added but only if all of the ingredients are available to like a find a hare in their stew. After all this work, expect deliciousness. There will be no leftovers in the commons the day before.

Wassail means to carouse, to sing and its also a drink served in early December at which the tongue overcomes any reluctance to singing.

**TIRED OF BROWN BAGGING IT?** Try something different at the Com- puter Center. Students only $11 value for $10. See Censter.

**WASSELL means to carouse, to sing and its also a drink served in early December at which the tongue overcomes any reluctance to singing.**

Wassail, in the United Kingdom and elsewhere, is a drink traditionally served at Christmas and New Year. It is usually made from apples and cider, with spices and sometimes eggs or nuts added. Wassail is believed to have originated in ancient English tradition and was once a popular drink during the Middle Ages.

**PRIVATE PARTY NEEDS TO BUY** furniture & refrigerators and other household appliances. Will give them the money. Call Gayle at 866-8218 ANYTIME or leave name and number for me to return call at Victory Press 883-0105.

**ONE ELEPHANT MEDIUM SIZE** Two Rabbits (optional) and 2 cups of sugar. Cut Elephant into bite size pieces (about two minutes). Brown Gravy to Cover. Cook in microwave for about four weeks at 456 degrees. This’ll serve 38 people. If more are expected than two rabbits may be added but only if all of the ingredients are available to like a find a hare in their stew. After all this work, expect deliciousness. There will be no leftovers in the commons the day before.

Wassail means to carouse, to sing and its also a drink served in early December at which the tongue overcomes any reluctance to singing.

Wassail, in the United Kingdom and elsewhere, is a drink traditionally served at Christmas and New Year. It is usually made from apples and cider, with spices and sometimes eggs or nuts added. Wassail is believed to have originated in ancient English tradition and was once a popular drink during the Middle Ages.

**ONE ELEPHANT MEDIUM SIZE** Two Rabbits (optional) and 2 cups of sugar. Cut Elephant into bite size pieces (about two minutes). Brown Gravy to Cover. Cook in microwave for about four weeks at 456 degrees. This’ll serve 38 people. If more are expected than two rabbits may be added but only if all of the ingredients are available to like a find a hare in their stew. After all this work, expect deliciousness. There will be no leftovers in the commons the day before. Wassail means to carouse, to sing and its also a drink served in early December at which the tongue overcomes any reluctance to singing.

Wassail, in the United Kingdom and elsewhere, is a drink traditionally served at Christmas and New Year. It is usually made from apples and cider, with spices and sometimes eggs or nuts added. Wassail is believed to have originated in ancient English tradition and was once a popular drink during the Middle Ages.